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tnuds loohcs eldim that ,onopsus is uilvic esohw tsinogatorp ralutit eht fo sworutnevda eht swollolof seres eht Silver Crystal "), a already unlimited power. As I used the fight against the kingdom of darkness, it is accompanied by other girls also awakening as soldiers sailors: the shy but intelligent Ami Mizuno (Sailor Mercury), Miko King Hymn (Sailor
Mars), the Tomboyish but romantic Makoto Kino (Sailor Jupiter), and the aspiring ãdolo minako Aino (Sailor Venus). Minako is united by Artemis, his feline counselor and partner of Luna. It is often supported by the mysterious Tuxedo Mother, whose civil form is Mamoru Chiba, a university student with whom he eventually involves himself
romantically. After continually frustrating the kingdom of darkness and defeating their generals of their generals Usagi awakens as the Princess of the Moon, Princess Serenity, and acquires the silver crystal. However, Mamoru is captured by the Dark Kingdom and brainwashing to work for them. Marine soldiers learn from their past lives in Silver
Millen Nium, an old kingdom on the moon. Naval soldiers served as Serenity's friends and bodyguards, and Serenity was in love with an Earth's lead named Endymion (Mamoru's past identity). However, the Dark Kingdom attacked and destroyed the silver milhannio, resulting in the deaths of Serenity, Endymion and the Soldier Soldiers. Serenity's
mother, Queen Serenity, used the power of the silver crystal to defeat the queen metaria and end the war. She also used the crystal to send the cords to the future to be reborn on Earth, hoping to give them a second chance of peace. Marine soldiers eventually point out the location of the Dark Kingdom in the North Pion (D-Point) and travel a lot.
While there, Sailor Moon teammates are attacked and killed by Youma sent by Queen Berryl. Sailor Moon is attacked by the Proncipe Endymion, who was washed by Queen Berryl. Sailor Moon is able to release it from the control beryl queen, but he is killed by the beryl queen. ondo the silver crystal, she then facesBerryl (who merged with Queen
Metaria) as Princess Serenity, defeating her with the help of the spannies of the downstairs and the power of the silver crystal. However, Sailor Moon dies later, but is able to use the last of the power of the silver crystal to resurrect, the sailors soldiers, and Mamoru with a desire that everyone can live normal lives again. Everything on Earth is
returned to normal, and no one resumes no memories of these events except Luna and Artemis. Season 2: Sailor Moon R (1993-94) See Main article: Sailor Moon R Some time later, a pair of extraterrestrials called Ail and Ann descend to Earth with the hell-feeding hell. AIL and ANN call monsters of letters â € ”called cards â €” for prey to humans. In
order to defend against these attacks, Luna restores the memories of sailors soldiers. Eventually, Ail and Ann are defeated, see the error of their ways and return to space with the makai. During these events, Mamoru is able to recover their lost memories and begin a romantic relationship with Usagi. Shortly after these events, a pink hair girl named
Chibiusa falls from the Cã © u. Chibiusa traveled from the future to find the silver crystal and use it to save her parents. She is followed by the black moon clan, a new enemy force that is trying to kill her. Eventually, candle soldiers and Tuxedo Mask travel with Chibiusa for the future where I used Crystal Tokyo as a neo-fake serenity. They learn that
Chibiusa is actually Usagi and Mamoru's future daughter, and they also find Sailor Pluto that holds the door of space time. Eventually, sailors soldiers battle Wiseman, a dark force that was manipulating the black moon clan with the intense of destroying the earth. Chibiusa is capable of summoning the silver crystal of the future and helps in
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over the Holy Grail, allowing her to summon Pharaoh 90 to destroy the Earth. Hotaru awakens as Sailor Saturn, destroys Mistress 9, and intends to sacrifice herself to stop Pharaoh 90, but Usagi is able to activate her Super form to both destroy Pharaoh 90 and rescue Hotaru. Afterwards, Hotaru is reborn as a baby and returned to her father, now
freed from the influence of the Death Busters. Uranus and Neptune then challenge Usagi to a fight to prove to them and everyone that she is the true Messiah and the future queen of Silver Millennium. After the fight they both acknowledge her as their queen and leave the city knowing their mission is now over and that it¢ÃÂÂs in safe hands. Right
after, Chibiusa receives a letter from her parents from the future wanting her to return home. She leaves the present using her time key, but returns quickly, helping the Sailor Soldiers and Tuxedo Mask defeat the last Daimon monster. Chibiusa then decides to stay in the present a bit longer. Season 4: Sailor Moon SuperS (1995¢ÃÂÂ96) Main article:
Sailor Moon SuperS Chibiusa remains in the present day to train as a Sailor Soldier. She meets an alicorn named Pegasus who forms a secret relationship with her through her dreams. Pegasus also aids the Sailor Soldiers by upgrading them to permanent Super forms and lending his power when summoned by Chibiusa. The new powers are used to
combat the Dead Moon Circus, a mysterious circus troupe that targets humans with beautiful dreams. By looking into their Dream Mirrors, they hope to find the dream in which Pegasus is hiding, believing Pegasus possesses the Golden Crystal. With this crystal, the Dead Moon Circus' ruler ¢ÃÂÂ Queen Nehelenia ¢ÃÂÂ can be freed from the mirror
she was sealed in. Queen Nehelenia was once a queen of her own kingdom that was absorbed by vanity. In fear of her beauty, she consumed the dreams of her subjects to stay young. She sought the Golden Crystal in the possession of a priest named Helios (Pegasus' true form) and was sealed within a mirror by Queen Serenity as a result. Queen
Nehelenia formed the Dead Moon Circus and used Zirconia as a proxy to track Pegasus down. Although she obtains the Golden Crystal, she is betrayed by the Amazoness Quartet who gives the crystal to Chibiusa. Using the crystal, Queen Nehelenia is defeated and begins to wither with age, forcing her back into the mirror she was once sealed within.
Helios returns to his home realm of Elysion. Much unlike the manga, the four Sailor Guardians of the Outer Planets- Haruka Tenoh, Michiru Kaioh, Setsuna Meioh and Hotaru Tomoe, do not make any appearances nor are they mentioned or referenced. Season 5: Sailor Stars (1996¢ÃÂÂ97) Main article: Sailor Moon Sailor Stars Queen Nehelenia
returns when Sailor Galaxia frees her and encourages her to seek revenge against the Sailor Soldiers especially Sailor Moon. The Outer Sailor Soldiers: Uranus, Neptune, Pluto, & Saturn return in their now Super forms to help out. Queen Nehelenia places a curse on the mirrors throughout the city which affects almost everyone, and targets Mamoru.
He is also affected by the curse, which will ultimately kill him and erase Chibiusa from existence. The Sailor Soldiers enter Queen Nehelenia's nightmare dimension to stop her. Usagi eventually comes to pity Queen Nehelenia's plight and is able to rid her of her negativity by activating her final form, Eternal Sailor Moon. Shortly after these events,
Mamoru leaves for the United States to study abroad while Usagi and her friends enter high school. Chibiusa also returns to her own time. A group of enemies called the Sailor Animamates ¢ÃÂÂ led by Sailor Galaxia ¢ÃÂÂ begin targeting humans for their Star Seeds (which serve as a human's life force). Usagi is also aided by the Sailor “Kou Seiya
(marine fighter), Kou Taiki (Mailor Star Maker) and Kou Yaten (marine star curator) – who disguise themselves as a group of idols called three lights. The lights of the stars are looking for their ruler, Princess Kakyuu. A young girl - nicknamed Chibi Chibi because of her limited vocabulary that usually involves the word "Chibi" - also appears and
begins to live with USAGI. The past of the sailor Galaxia was revealed. Once she finished the wars of Sailor, sealing chaos - the source of all malice - within her body. Unable to resist the influence of Chaos, she separated the star seed of the body and assumed the form of Chibi Chibi. The sailor Galaxia steals the star seeds of Princess Kakyuu and all of
Usagi's companions, resulting in his deaths. This also includes Mamoru, who was targeted and killed before reaching the United States. Chibi Chibi turns into the seal sword and asks USAGI to kill Sailor Galaxia. However, Usagi uses kindness in his own heart to free the corruption of the Sailor Galaxia of Chaos, effectively resurrecting all the soldiers
of the sailor, Princess Kakyuu and Mamoru, whose star seeds were taken. Normality is restored, and Mamoru and Usagi share a kiss under the full moon. Main article of production and transmission: List of episodes of Sailor Moon Naoko Takeuchi initially thought of the manga and the anime Sailor Moon for a season. Due to the popularity of the
season, Toei Animation asked Takeuchi to continue drawing her manga. At first, she struggled to develop another story to extend the series due to Toei's request. The basic idea of the second season, presenting the daughter of Sailor Moon of the future, came from her editor, Fumio Osano. [8] To give Takeuchi time to write the black moon story arc,
the anime team developed a fill arc ed ed ihsoyakaN me sodacilbup marof euq eir©Ãs ad solutÃpac 25 sod odatpada ©Ã nooM roliaS .ocra )onrefni .til( iakam omoc The first season is directed by Junichi SatÃÂ with Kazuko Tadano as a character designer. For the second season, Sato directed the Makai Tree arc while Kunihiko Ikuhara directed the
Black Moon arc. The third and fourth seasons are directed by Ikuhara with Ikuko Itoh taking the role of character designer starting from the third season. The fifth and final season was directed by Takuya Igarashi and Katsumi Tamegai is the next person to be the character designer.[9] It premiered in Japan on TV Asahi on March 7, 1992, taking over
the timeslot previously held by Goldfish Warning!,[citation needed] and ran for 200 episodes until its conclusion on February 8 five years later. Because the manga was often published during the anime's production, the anime would only lag the manga by a month or two.[10]:¢ÃÂÂ93¢ÃÂÂ As a result, "the anime follows the storyline of the manga
fairly closely, although there are deviations."[11] Takeuchi has stated that due to Toei's largely male production staff, she feels that the anime version has "a slight male perspective."[11] Sailor Moon sparked a highly successful merchandising campaign of over 5,000 items[12] which contributed to demand internationally and translation into
numerous languages. Sailor Moon has since become one of the most famous anime properties in the world.[13][14] Due to its resurgence of popularity in Japan, the series was rebroadcast on September 1, 2009. The series also began rebroadcasting in Italy in Autumn next year, receiving permission from Naoko Takeuchi, who released new artwork to
promote its return.[15] Pretty Soldier Sailor Moon consists of five separate seasons: Sailor Moon, Sailor Moon R, Sailor Moon S, Sailor Moon SuperS, and Sailor Moon Sailor Stars. The seasons each roughly correspond to one of the five major story arcs of the manga, following the same general storyline and including most of the same characters.[10]:
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âšâšâ€âšâ€[. yb .NAPAJ SEMULOV 02 in dlos saw Seires Emina eht .Strohs detamina from September 20 to November 21, 1997 to finish plot lines. [26] On June 1, 1998, San Watersets began to be displayed in the Cartoon Network, Toonami afternoon program. Due to the success of the classification of these scraps, the remaining seventeen episodes
(promoted as "The Lost Episodes"), also began to be shown on November 30. In 1999, Cloverway Inc. Once again it hired Optimum Productions to produce English adaptation of Sailor Moon S and Supers with Pioneer Entertainment that handles the distribution from home to home. This duo presented less censorship and was first broadcast on YTV in
Canadan and later in Toonami in the United States. The dub ended the display in Toonami on September 13, 2002. [27] [Source not confined to the resurgence of the popularity of San © rie in Japan, the re-work of the Sanolor Moon began on September 1, 2009 in Animax. [15] In 2010, Toei negotiated to license and transmit Sailor Moon in the Itã¡lia
in MediaSet (Canale 5, Reta 4), resulting in an international Renaissance. [28] Later, toiei licensed episodes from Sailor Moon to paranes that the show was not shown before. On May 16, 2014, the US Distributor of Manga and Anime Viz Media announced that he had purchased the Sailor Moon Anime Rie, as well as the Trown Movies and Specials for
a Laratian in English from the north, allowing Viz to restore the containing of the first 89 episodes. Studio City, Studiopolis, based on Los Angeles, was also hired by Viz to re-distance the whole of the rie. SÃ © Rie began to broadcast in the United States in Neon Alley and Hulu on May 19, 2014, [29] and Canadan, with Japanhs on Tubi TV on July 15,
2016 [31] and With English in Crave on September 18, 2020. [32] On November 28, 2014, the Manga and Anime Publishing of Austram, Madman Entertainment, who had re-acquired the rights of the anime series "sailor moon" for Australia and new zeland and will release theIn a cutless format, with the English adaptation of Viz Media in 2015. [33]
Madman had already kept the Australian license to Sailor Moon on VHS & DVD. [34] The edition during the original display in North America, some bathing scenes involving a brief nudity were censored by water traces that are originally transparent and therefore showing areas of characters' bodies that were judged to be inadequate for viewing by
children were visually reworked so that transparency is absent and water as such is visually without details beyond color. The original release of North America from Sailor Moon was the subject of heavy editing, which resulted in large quantities of content and removed changes that changed the original work. [35] These changes changed almost all
aspects of the program, including character names, clothing, scenes, and dialogue. Some scenes with brief nudity and bath were also censored, [36] and any type of violence, including violence against children, was also removed. [19] [37] Homosexual characters, including zoisita, fish, kunzita and sailors Uranus and Neptune were also changed, with
the sex of the first two changed from man to woman, and Uranus and Neptune being explained as cousins and not lovers. [38] [39] Changing the genders of the evil characters for women also had the side effect of creating more diverse female characterizations, because the female characters of evil did not have the same type of body. [24] The release
of Viz Media restores all the content that was cut from the original Japanese version, including scenes that were censored by Optimum Productions at the request of DIC and Cloverway. [40] Music See also: List of soundtracks by Sailor Moon Takanori Arisawa composed the score for the beautiful soldier Sailor Moon. Arisawa won the grand prize
Columbia Golden Disk Grand Records for his work onSoundtrack of the series in 1993. In 1998, 2000 and 2001 Arisawa won three consecutive Jasrac International For most international royalties, due to much of the popularity of Sailor Moon mothers in other naictions. [41] The First Opening Theme, Moonlight densetsu (£ ã £ £ £ £ £ £ , Mother… Â
«Nraito Densetsu, Lit. Moonlight Legend), was Used for the First 166 episode. "Moonlight Legend" was initially performed by the first two seasons [42] [43] and then by the moon's labs by the two seasons. [44] [45] The second opening theme for the remaining episodes is "Sailor Star Song", presented by Kae Hanazawa. [46] The last final theme, used
for the end of SÃ © rie in the 200 episode, is the version of Moon Lips from "Moonlight densetsu". [9] DIC/CLOVERWAY/IDEAL ADAPTICATION IN BRANDE ANIME USED "Moonlight Densetsu" melody with very different letters (in © Poca, it was uncommon for the mother's themes to be translated , and this was one of those first themes to be redone
in English since Star Blazers). [47] The theme in English has been described as "insane but captivating". [48] The theme Japanh is a love of love based on the relationship between Usagi and Mamoru ("Born on the Same Earth"), while the English theme Sailor Moon resembles a super -hean anthem. "Moonlight densetsu" was launched as a single CD
single in 1992 and was an "explosive hit". ] The only one has arrived in the 17th Grand Prix, and "Moon Revenge" by Sailor Moon R: The Movie, arrived eighth. [52] Rashiku Ikimasho, Supers's second closing motto, put the eighth of the eighth in 1996. [53] In 1997, "Sailor Star Song", the new opening theme of Sailor Stars, came the first first , and
"Moonlight densetsu" came the sixth. [54] Related Mother's Reloads in the Japan, Sailor Moon received HRV release during her race. The first VHS was launched on July 25, 1993. [55] Sailor Moon did not receive a dvd dowitate at © 2002. Individual Six -episode DVDs were mashed On May 21, 2002. [56] On January 25, 2017, San Blu-ray collection
was launched from June 14, during the 25th anniversary of the franchise as Beautiful Guardian Sailor Moon, and each season consisted of 23 episodes per volume. [3] In 2014, Viz Media announced plans to launch the San on the Blu-ray album and DVD format, with the first set of November 11, 2014. [57] , the first twenty and treated episodes of their
Redub debuted on the streaming sites, Hulu and Neon Alley, from September 5, 2014. [58] The first part of the first season was launch on DVD and Blu-ray de Limited edition on November 11, 2014 and the second part was launched on February 10, 2015. [59] [60] The last part of the anime rie was launched on November 12 2019. Films During his
transmission race, Trown Theatrical Movie Moon Movies were produced. The films were generally launched in December, according to the winter fan of Japanese schools. They were typically double -paired with other anime movies and therefore usually an hour or less in length. The other films offer chronology and design contradictions that make
them incompatible with a continuity. The first was Sailor Moon R: The Movie in 1993, followed by Sailor Moon S: The Movie in 1994 and finally Sailor Moon Supers: The Movie in 1995. [61] [62] [63] Reception and Legacy Originally planned Run for just six months, the Sailor Moon anime remained due to its popularity, concluding after a five -year
race. [64] In the japan, all the nights were aired at the night in the noble time at 19h [12] [65] and his race was very popular, with a mother classification 11% day of the 11% viewer in most of the rie. [12] [66] Commentators detect in the Anime Adaptation of Sailor Moon "A More Shoenn Tone", appealing to a broader pill which aims directly to
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